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each animal and what makes it unique,”
says Smith. “The physical structures of
related species illustrate their shared
evolutionary

origins,

and

different

adaptations show how animals have
developed specialized traits for feeding, locomotion, and reproduction. You
can look at a stuffed possum and a possum skull to see different layers of the
organism and learn how they cope with
their world.”
All of this provides a useful supplement
to textbook learning and field observations. “It’s one thing to see a picture, and
another thing to see an animal live from
a distance—but it’s entirely different to
see it close and understand all the structural things or to notice the differences
between species in real life,” says Lauren
Burke, a senior double-majoring in biology and economics. “Having the real
thing just hits the point home.”

Professor Jenn Smith shows Sandeep Sagoo '16 the extensive bone structures
and massive carnassial teeth that give the spotted hyena its powerful bite.
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“My lab partner and I thought it’d be cool
if we could add to the collection ourselves,” she says. “Professor Harris helped
us identify the bird, and gave us tips for
taxidermy and how to preserve it. It was a
really unique experience.”
“We are always updating the collection,” says Smith. More unusual species or those not found locally arrive as
“bone clones”—cast resin replicas that
painstakingly reproduce an animal’s
original structural details, texture, and
color. To provide a diversity of different
shapes, and to reflect her own interests,
Smith has added manufactured examples of koala, hyena, and lion, among
others. She enthusiastically points out
an African elephant tooth, explaining
its similarity to the teeth of other hoofed
herbivores, then picks up the skull of a
rock hyrax, a small rodent-like mammal.
“This is actually very closely related
to elephants,” she says. “You wouldn’t
imagine that!”
As with any extensive library, the
items in this collection require special
care to ensure that they remain in good
condition. Sunlight can cause serious
bleaching and degradation of feathers
and skin, humidity can lead to bacterial growth, and insect infestations can
reduce a specimen to powder. Many
items are quite old and fragile, and must
be handled with care. Recent improveThat doesn’t mean the collection is
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ments to storage and preservation,

static, however. “When I first got to
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be prepared for keeping by lab man-

tion organized presents a challenge.
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Over the past years, several students
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of dermestid beetles to clean the bones.

have been involved in the task of docu-

laden insects in their wintering grounds

Others may be prepared by a student

menting and cataloging every specimen,

in Argentina, and the species has been

who is interested in learning the skills of

a necessary project after a series of lab

listed as a threatened by the California

taxidermy to preserve a more complete

renovations and the construction of

Department of Fish and Game since

animal. Lauren Kong ’13, now a gradu-

the Moore Natural Sciences Building in

1983. Harris traded the hawks to the

ate student studying crayfish at Nicholls

2007, during which time the collection

Museum of Wildlife and Fish Biology at

State University in Louisiana, recalls find-

was moved several times.

UC Davis, a major research center. “I got

ing a dead dove while she was a student.
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Kong, Susan Anthony ’13, and Chelsea

photos by l auren burk e ’16

A Cape May warbler, sharp-shinned hawk, chaffinch, tern, Ridgeway's rail, American wigeon, whimbrel, and elegant tern, pictured in columns above,
illustrate a variety of bill shapes adapted for different purposes. A mounted American kestrel, opposite, is a watchful presence in the Vertebrate Lab.

and everything is in its place,” she says.

Satterwhite ’13 worked together on

“All of us had different knowledge

many of the specimens. They consulted

of different taxa, so we collaborated to

Smith is well on the way towards her

with the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology

get the job done,” says Kong. “I’m more
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at UC Berkeley to learn how to retain
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base of the entire vertebrate collection
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and amphibians, for example, while
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clean delicate anatomies, using small
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